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Abstracts
Review over the cultural articles in any museum has not been just done by the artifact

observers, but the practitioners of mathematics and physics as well. They might find out information

over the attributes and the basic activities of the artifact creation. In light of understanding any fabric

preserving any ethnic character of Indonesia, the author will provide a description over the physical

and non-physical conditions, consequent its interesting textile clothing analysis method. In a case, the

author reviews two terms of the survey, that is ‘museum’ and ‘site’ surveys. 

At first, the observation finding on museums has shown that the traditional fabric has any 

clothing and applies a specific dyed-weaving technique. A techno-systematical approach considered

suitable for the analysis of this deficiency, would provide any light in interpreting the origin, cloth age, 

and the continued textile artifact exploitation. Secondly, the author reviews a survey for the North

Coast Java Batik in the year 1994, and then discuss the technical and material terms for batik

making. The contextual object information on five years ago is provided in procuring any article for the

museum collection at present time. It describes the batik making process (technology), preservation,

social-economy and culture, environment, and other relevant aspects. There is a summarized

problem that may be anticipated from now, i.e.: the impacts resulted by the traditional and modern

batik industries. This initial information has become the curatorial consideration, for taking into 

account at present time the advantages of  batik collection and predicting over its future advantages.
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A. INTRODUCTION 
     Until now the concern over the cultural articles all over homes or museums has been not 

unlimited. The visitors are always just consisting of the antique lovers, admirers of art works and 

the academicians of any disciplines related to the museum like history, artistry, archeology and 

anthropology. These cases seem understandable due to the inability of the museum 

management to publish collection artifacts from different disciplinary orientations 

(interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary). 

      The museum constitutes an institution that assumes duties of collecting, storing, 

displaying, and maintaining artistic artifacts and considered important for the discipline in 

general. These cultural preserve artifacts have been further interpreted realistically in the interest 

of the public. Of their material compositions, the collection artifacts of the museums often carry 

over the anthropological artifacts (constituting a part of the community culture or related to the 

social setting), and others archeological artifacts presuming past records. 

     The form or texture of the textile collection articles cover clothes/fashion, ritual facility (like 

flag, banners, etc.), and also decoration or household utensils (like wall decoration, tablecloth, 

etc.). Besides these articles seeming artistic as well as applying specific materials, the textile 

collection articles in question are often used as a ‘measuring instrument’ under an 

anthropological overview or the  technological development of textile industry. 

     In procuring any article for the museum collection, the first historical account of the article 

should be done by the registrar assisted by the curator and the conservator. The registration 

record pointed out the number and the date of the article obtained, as well as the legal evidence 

of ownership. At this very first initial step, the curator has taken into account its present textile 

collection advantages, and prediction over its future advantages. The conservator capable of 

observing them physically and chemically, then technically provides the maintenance grant aid over 

the collection articles and its technical study. 

     The clinical analysis of the materials and the techniques employed on the textile collection 

articles are often hard to take in the museums under the limited capacities of the curator and the 

conservator. These restraints are commonly overcome by taking a systematic study, covering 

understanding of the physical structure of the articles (covering its structure and non-structure). 

The macro-structural observation is the composition of textile article consisting of the creating 

clothing, and the kind of textiles, like any cloths of two dimensions or of three dimensions. In this 

sense, if the article at issue has been created by weaving, then all the results on the woven 

technique applied, like as: plain weave, twill (anam kepang), etc., are called a macrostructure 

observation2.  

       The article is also enriched by a motif/ decoration and other ornament, either by non-

weaving technique (applique, embroidery, couching, songket (gold/ silver supplementary weft or 

warp), or coloring (dyeing, like as: batik, ikat, plangi/ jumputan, etc. and pigmentation, like prada 

and printing). If the texture exposure or the creating material structure and yield of the motif/ 
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decorative or ornament shaping is less than 0.1 mm, then the article in question should be 

treated as a micro-structure article. The textile shaping materials also often have specific 

characters, e.g.: metal threat structure and colorant which be mixed with specific chemical 

substance. 

 

B. NATURAL DYEING MATERIAL RESOURCE  
AND COLLECTION STUDY 

     Several years ago, the archeologists or anthropologists are often confined to the physical 

and non-physical (notion) evidences as behavior gains of the remote communities as yet 

primitive. This reasoning is shaped by their expertise combinations under their theoretical 

concept. The account on the discipline itself often closely related to the religious (belief) and 

philosophical accounts, whereas the philosophical stance itself has often been dated back to 

idealism (Plato) and materialism (Aristotle). 

     Under the context of particular communities, there have some who want to see anything in 

plain view, some are preserving on knowledge while remain upholding on their belief. We could 

understand the history by a compilation of concrete evidence under a conviction (concept). 

Sometimes, in the history science itself also included the evolutionism or ‘changes towards 

progress’, so that there have been primitive societies (traditional) and modern societies 

(advanced technology) like now. 

       For us intending to learn the traditional textiles not without understanding its historical 

knowledge under the accountability of the articles (either by the museum staffs or the ordinary 

collectors) in question, it seems it has not been unusual to start from comprehending the 

meaning and the advantage of the articles to be preserved as the collection artifacts. They 

should also collect and order the artifacts in question consequent its files, records or literatures 

related to the collection. The step commonly called the collection study has not been likely 

different from scrutinizing the artifact objectivity, subsequently depicted in the registration, 

documentation, inventory sheets or in written forms. 

The collection article is often assumed to have specific characters. The elements that 

have effects have been: (1) its age, (2) its beauty, (3) the condition, (4) its price, (5) its quality, 

and (6) its rarity. (The antique article vendors often call these six elements a formula of ABC-
PQR = Age, Beauty, Condition, Price, Quality, Rarity). In practice, the delineation of the six 

elements in question seems difficult. How can we determine the cloth age, assess the cloth 

beauty, see for the cloth condition, fix the price, recognize the article quality, and learn on the 

article rarity? In responding the question, let us reflect how many terms associated with 

Lampung Textiles, such as Ship Cloth (Kain Kapal), Tampan Cloth (Kain Tampan), Tapis Cloth 

(Kain Tapis), Palepai Cloth (Kain Palepai), and Songket Cloth (Kain Songket). We would like to 

understand the decorative pattern, the cloth pattern, the color pattern, the weaving technique, 

the dyeing techniques as well as the clothing, then we are not confused anymore by the terms 

meaning and the cloth in question. For this complicated works, the author has developed the 

                                                                                                                                                       
2  The experts agreed that the macroscopic observation constitutes a structure or a texture of more than 0.1 mm. 
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computerized system for curating textiles of the National Museum of Indonesia (as shown on the 

five pages of appendix enclosed). 

       From the point of hierarchy, the attribute (covering the structure and material 

characteristics) and the activity (covering the production and the performance) in the woven cloth 

creation process can be appreciated by identifying its material. Subagiyo (1994, 1996) proposed 

an interpretation technique of the age and origin of the Indonesia traditional textiles by identifying 

its material especially its natural dye substance. In his study, he employed a ‘chronometrical 

dating’ method based on the historical records to determine the age. The author understood the 

character of the dye material in each textile producer region in order to determine the traditional 

textile origin. 

The archeological evidence of textile from Neolithic era has indicated the existence of 

the dye substance. Hence, the author will discuss the definition and information coverage 

(source and the applied-theory) of the natural dye. The employment of the dye substance like the 

one applied on the chronometrical model in question seems promising to the continued 

information, as this dye substance will remain identified, even though its substrate in debris (has 

been decayed overtime). 

 

B.1. Coloring Substance: Pigment and Dyestuff 
 In primitive era, the illiterate society has been capable of sorting out plants having 

economic value, beneficial to health as well as plants considered hazardous or poisonous. 

They could identify certain plants viewed from its merit or specific attribute by merely 

identifying its color, taste, as well as its smell. The classification concept of plants solely on 

the basis on its usefulness consideration and this hazardous attribute has been perhaps 

known by the term the ‘primitive taxonomy’. Then, how could they pursue the gradual 

outdate in cases of (1) the exploitation of the dye substance character for the classification, 

and (2) the character selection more likely on the basis of experience or experimentation 

than the theories as we have currently known? Whereas, the classification system 

development of plants producing the natural dye that reflects the natural relationship could 

be employed as the visual aids, as well as the exploitation of the abundant flora in their 

surrounding at present become the central focus on the botany activity, namely ethno-

botany. 

 The coloring substance composing the pigment and the dyestuff on the textile of 

Indonesia has enabled to enrich its pattern and its decorative variation. Pigment as the dye 

substance insoluble under the solution medium (in particular the water), and the dyestuff as 

soluble substance in the solution substance. The example of pigment in our textile fabrics is 

of gold powder commonly attached smashing on the coating technique, and the dye 

example is curcumin, i.e., the dye found on a kind of wild ginger, Curcuma xanthorrhiza, 

Roxb (Zingiberaceae). Carthamin or the red dye found on ‘pulu’ flower, Carthamus tinctorial 

L., is an organic pigment often found on the traditional woven fabrics (Pratt: 1947). 
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 In whole, those dyes have a ‘tinctorial’ capability against certain chemical compound 

called ‘chromophores’, so that the substance reflects certain wavelength. This is the very 

character that enables us to analyze using an ‘infra-red spectrometer’. The substance 

molecule also contains other compound as well called an ‘auxochrome’, in which it 

regulates the molecule solution and helps its binding with the fiber. 

 The dye substance usually has a binding power with substrate, in which its strength 

depends on the condition of the dye fabric itself (Crews: 1987). For example, curcumin 

have been capable of inducing affinity with celluloid fiber directly without using mordant or 

the complex metal salt. The dyeing of red color of morinda, Morinda Citrifolia L., 

(Rubiaceae) is usually mixed up with ‘jirek’ tree bark, Symplocos fasciculate Zoll 

(Styracaceae), so that the dye of wild ginger at issue is called a ‘direct dye substance’. 

Morindon is named ‘mordanting dye’, because its dyeing process using withered mordant 

found on the ‘jirek’ tree bark. 

 

B.2. Source and Method of Natural Dyeing 
 In general, the natural dye is formed by the combination of three elements, namely 

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. However, there are several dyes that contain other 

elements as well as, like nitrogen on indigotin and magnesium on chlorophyll. The plant 

tissues, like flower, trunk/bark, seed/flower, and timber have characteristic dyes called 

pigment in botany. [We should learn that the pigment is also found in animal cells]. The 

biochemist has identified thousands of varied pigments of plants, as well as the mechanism 

and function of pigments in question. Each dye is stemmed from the kind and species of 

particular plants (Harborne: 1984, King: 1991). 

 The extraction process of particular natural dye directly generated from roots, tree 

bark, or leaves has been relatively easy. For example, the yellow dye extraction from ‘pulu’ 

flower is sufficiently taken by boiling method and cleansing the petals on cold water. On 

contrary, however, the extraction process of red dye of the petals of the same flower has 

been more complicated, due to the fact the red dye insoluble in the water would mix up with 

the yellow dye soluble under the cold water. The ‘pulu’ flower petal where its yellow dye 

has been eliminated could be further extracted with sodium carbonate hydrate. After 

cooling down a little while and putting down into the cold water mixed up with the acetate 

acid, then the carthamine solution could be exploited in the dyeing process (Liles: 1990). 

 The plants largely generate a kind of natural product, and a bio-synthesis tissue often 

produces compounds each being varied from the other. The plant dye is easily evaporated 

(aromatic and aliphatic) and the defense agent substance (alkaloid and terpenoids). 

Subagiyo (1997/98) has studied around 115 kinds of plants producing the dye and aiding 

substance in the dyeing process (mordant and ingredient). The 115 species are then 

systematically classified into 46 families. The Magnoliopside class (dycotyledon) consists of 

six subclasses and 23 ordos; and from Liliopside class (monocotyledon) covers 4 

subclasses and 4 ordos. Hence, there have been two approach directions to identify the 
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plant dye, namely the exploitation of dye in vivo (on life plant tissue) and in vitro (on the 

collection artifact of the museum). Two cases studied by the author using the chemo-

systematic approach in observation are: (1) determination of character on big group of 

plants meaningful under the classification, and (2) the exposure character of the dye 

weighed against empirical information or on the basis of the dye character observation 

(substances) on the traditional fabrics in the museum. 

  

C.  NORTH COAST JAVA BATIK AT 1994 
        Batik clothes are so well known because it has multi-facet access. In line with that, there 

has been a great number of writings regarding that topic, among others, the most important 

being J. E. Jasper and Pirngadie (Batik-Kunst, De Inlandsche Kunstnijverheid in Nederlandsch 

Indie, Third Volume, The Hague Mouton & Co., 1916) and G. P. Rouffaer and H.H. Juynboll (De 
Batik-kunst en hare geschiedenis, Haarlem 1900-1914). Steinmann in his work “The Art of 
Batik” (1947:2091) explains the definition of batik originated from the word ‘tik’ which means 

‘dot’. Then ambatik or mbatik is construed as making the batik. Hamzuri (1981) further described 

the process of making batik in detail in his work titled ‘Classical Batik’.  

Batik clothing which is needed by the society not only serves as fulfillment the second 

need but more often than not, it is related to social stratification of the people related to batik. 

Batik clothing with certain motif and color often functions as symbol for those wearing it. But with 

the on-going development, which might be the result of the impact of the globalization in the 

information age as it is now, the batik clothing has gone through some changes be it in form or in 

the function. This can be felt with the motif and color of traditional batik which is no longer made 

through chanting process. Taken as example is the printed batik. Until the understanding of batik 

seen from ethimology point of view is no longer relevant to root the meaning of the word ‘batik’. 

On the other hand, the printed batik is also called ‘batik’.  

 The deep insight to the manufacturing process of batik which comprises the phase of the 

making of batik clothing often regarded as insufficiently proportional and leads people to forget 

the philosophical essence of the batik. Some consider that in the process of batik making, 

coloring process in particular, certain criterions should be preconditioned. That now we often 

have difficulties in reconstructing batik in the effort to preserve it through the times. 

 In the effort to understand and preserve traditional batik, many endeavors have been made 

by the government as well as by the common people. For example: through the inventory 

program and preservation of the art collection kept at the museum. While the general common 

people can give their support by helping to identify, understand, and providing information via 

seminar, workshop or study visit.  

 Through study visit conducted at several batik centers in Paoman (Indramayu), Trusmi 

(Cirebon), Pekalongan, Lasem (Rembang), Kerek (Tuban), and Paseseh (Bangkalan). There 

has informations gained connected to social-economy and social-cultural aspect. These inputs at 

least can be made as reference for development on the mastery and application of batik 

technology in relation to the quality of the product and the manpower. And further, the impacts 
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caused by it leads to the prosperity of the people within the area, without having to damage the 

environment and the value already implanted. 

 

 
C.1. Indramayu 

In the Paoman 

Utara district – 

Indramayu Regency, 

there is a batik home 

industry which run to 

fill the market in 

Jakarta as well as 

Bali. The typical batik 

of Indramayu, among 

others, is the effect of 

‘cocohan’ which is the 

reverse version of 

Cirebon batik (picture 

2). There are about two hundreds motif in Indramayu, but only around fifteen percent which 

easily found. Taken as example is the motif of the wedding (also existing in Cirebon), motif 

of merak ngibing and 

many others. 

 
Picture 2: The process of ‘nyocoh’ on the wall with the device of ‘cocoh’ is 

different from that of ‘nyêcêk’ process. 
 

The people of 

Paoman are more 

extrovert and permi-

ssible and willing to 

take advises from the 

Research Institute for 

Crafts and Batik 

Industries  (Ministry of 

Trade and Industry), 

Yogya, which has 

taught a lot of dyeing 

techniques. This can be 

seen from the 

achievement by Mrs. 

Masuci and Mrs. Nani Rochani. Mrs. Masuci does more to fulfil to the growing market by 

adding more manpower, while Mrs. Nani has already done the breakthrough. Among the 

break through, Mrs. Nani has made efforts to create a better quality of the product. 

 
Picture 3: Batik Cloth with Karang motif is one of the characteristic of 

Cirebon Batik. Collection: Mr.  Masina, Trusmi, Cirebon. The motif of rocks 
or cliff can also be seen in chairs and umbrella. Jempana carriage at the 

Cirebon Palace Museum (see picture 4) 
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C.2. Cirebon 
Trusmi is one of the finest batik producer in Cirebon. According to Mr.  Masina, 

Cirebon batik has the characteristic for its motif and color. Like the motif of wadasan or 

karang (picture 3). Particularly for the motif of karang, it is valued as the original batik of 

Cirebon, that has been existed since the year of 1428. This refers to the accessories on the 

Jempana carriage  which is kept at the Cirebon Palace Museum (picture 4a-b).  

 
 

 
 

 
Picture 4b.: Detail of various ‘karang’ 

 
Picture 4a.:  Jempana carriage at the Cirebon 

Palace Museum showing the variety of karang.  
 

Just like any batik producing area in other north coast of Java, the batik of Cirebon is 

easily influenced by foreign culture. Acculturation which reflected in the motif and color of the 

batik is obvious. Taken as example, the influence of motif and color from china on the 

porcelain dish which is installed on the wall of the Cirebon Palace can be seen in picture 5. 

 

  

 
Picture 5a.: Plate/  
dish with motif  
of fish put on  
the wall of  
Cirebon Palace. 
 
 
 
 

Picture 5b.:  One  
of the examples of 

accessory in the  
batik scarf.  

The motif shows 
 the influence of Chinese 
accessories. Collection:  

Mr. Masina,  
Trusmi-Cirebon. 
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Picture 6b.:  The Indramayu technique is 
better known as ‘nyocoh’ and it produces 

converse effect from cêcêk. 
Picture 6a.:  The detail of ‘cêcêk’  

(the technique of making dot motif) on the cloth 
of Trusmi, Cirebon is different with the similar 

technique which comes from Paoman, 
Indramayu (picture 6b). 

 

 
Cirebon batik by Mr.  Masina is considered as the trickle from the Pekalongan and 

Kudus batik. Cirebon batik has the characteristic of typical cêcêk (see picture 6a). Indramayu 

batik has the converse effect from that of Cirebon (see picture 6b). The effects of the dots is 

gained from the wall made hole. The process of nyocoh of the wall can be seen on picture 2. 

 
C.3. Pekalongan 

Pekalongan has been well known for its fine batik product. In the village of Krapyak 

Lor, there is an area of batik producers which typically produces batik with jelamprang motif. 

This motif, the imported from India,  is known as kain cinde motif. The area is bountiful with 

merchants from India and Pakistan with their 

Islamic faith as well as those from China. Most of 

them are the good batik makers (pembatik) and 

dyers, like the one conducted by Oey Soe Tjoen 

(Mulyadi Widjaya), also Mr. Kadir and his family 

(Tobal batik). 

 

 

Picture 7a.:  The front part of the Lampung cloth  
the result of reproduction by Mr. Kadir, Pekalongan.  

The picture shows the central panel of the cloth which  
has the anthromorphic figures with  

the printing  technique, the white color,  
before being embroidered. The upper picture shows  

the double twist and geometrical motif with  
the technique of reweaving which  

produces the ikat effects. 
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The north Pekalongan is heavily densely 

populated, most of them running the batik 

business, factory workers or merchant. In the 

village of Klego, north Pekalongan, there is one  

famous person, named Abdullah Kadir. Mr. Kadir 

has done many to develop the handicraft of 

weaving which are made of banana tree trunk 

fiber, pine apple fiber, ‘enceng gondok’ fiber.  He 

also makes a special dress made from arès 

(inner fabrious part of the banana trunk) and 

latex. 
Picture 7b.:  Back part of the reproduction, 

as shown on picture 7a.  

 

  
Picture 8b.: Technical detail which is formed 

 by the printing technique on the thread,  
before the process of weaving. 

Picture 8a.: Technical detail of  
the ikat woven cloth which then the thread  
will be rewoven. This technique is better  
known as rewoven batik technique by its 

inventor Mr. Kadir from Pekalongan. 
 

 
 

 

In the effort to preserve the well-known Lampung cloth with weft ikat 

technique and its embroidery, Mr. Kadir tried to make the rejoinder of the tampan 

cloth which he thinks no longer in production in Lampung. First he designed of the 

motif on the cloth with batik technique, then after being colored, he take the weaving 

off (losing the warp and weft threads, then reweaving process). The next process is 

the reweaving to get the effect of ikat woven motif (see pictures 7a-b and 8a-b). 
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Tobal batik, a garment industry which 

fully developed it business to thrust the 

overseas market (Australia and the United 

States). The tobal batik produces daily clothing 

with variety of traditional ones which has 

already been developed with color adapting to 

the market target. The Industry made the batik 

with the technique of printing and stamping. 

See picture 9.  

 

The batik of Oey Soe Tjoen has been 

widely known all over the world for its fine 

making. This batik is made exclusively, made 

only for limited class of the society. Because 

the process of Oey Soe Tjoen batik needs 

some time to make it and with the very high 

selling price.   

Picture 9.: The block of wooden block printing 
for batik in “Tobal Batik”, Pekalongan. 

 
 
 

 

 
Picture 10.:  A woman demonstrate painting technique (called colet)  

in “Tobal Batik”, Pekalongan. 
 

C.4. Lasem 
 Lasem is the name of a district in Rembang. Lasem district is located in the north 

coast of Java, which in the 16th century was oftenly visited by many merchants from outside 

Java such as Sumatra, China, Japan, and Europe. Even up to the late 19th century Lasem is 

still oftenly visited by the merchants for the local craft, especially the batik. 
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Picture 11: Printed palampors  
with ‘jelamprang’ motif.  

This type motif are frequently  
found on the silken cinde cloth. 
Coll.: Sononobudoyo Museum,  

Yogyakarta. 
 

 Lasem which is the 

Batik centre is inhabited by 

many people of Chinese 

origin who were good at 

making Batik and mixing the 

color with typical motif and 

color. The motifs produced, 

among others are parang 

riris, sekar jagad and other. 

While the colors produced 

among others are maroon, 

blue, yellow and brown 

(Pictures 12 and 13).  

 

 Batik clothing in 

Lasem area has become 

commodity for domestic 

market share (Surabaya, 

Surakarta and Jakarta) or 

overseas market 

(Singapore, Philippine, 

United States and Europe). 

However, lately, the batik 

business in this area has 

gone through some setbacks, like the one suffered by Mr.  Sugeng Setio and Mr. Widji 

Soeharto who claimed that both had seen much better days in 1989. 

 
Picture 12: Udan riris, white back ground  sarong. 

Collection: Mr. Widji Soeharto, Lasem. 

 The setbacks of batik enterprises, for them, are considered as the result of expansion 

of printed batik. It is indeed in reality that the printed batik can be produced in the big number 

and in the short time, with much cheaper production cost, and still it has a cheap selling price 

at the market. On the other hand, the batik producers are beginning to lessen the delicacy of 

their batik products. They concluded that with the shorter time of the batik making process, 

the products can be put to market with lower selling price. As example, look at the picture 12, 

this fine batik with udan riris motif, with blue color and white color back-ground can be sold for 

two hundred thousand rupiah. While the ‘empat negeri’ batik (four country or four colors) with 
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flower motifs, at the picture 13, can be sold for forty thousand rupiah. Lasem area until now 

still produces batik art for cloth and sarong. They are also still consistent with the color and 

motifs already been produced.  

 

C.5. Kerek 
Kerek District, 

Tuban Regency, is well 

known for its gedog 

weaving. It is the cloth made 

by weaving device called 

gendong loom, see picture 

15.  Gedog-woven batik 

from the villages of Gaji and 

Hargomulyo of Kerek district 

also has stable selling price. 

It is proven with the activities 

of the Kerek people at this 

time of economic difficulty at 

the State Pawn House of 

Kerek Branch to pawn their 

batik, see picture 14. Gedog 

woven batik especially the 

old one has a standard price 

of around thirty thousand 

rupiah.  [the State Pawn 

House of Kerek Branch = 

Kantor Pegadaian Cabang 

Kerek]. 

 
Picture 13.: The sarong of  empat negeri (four colors)  

with flowers motif,  
Collection: Mr. Widji Soeharto, Lasem. 

 
Picture 14.:  The scenery at the yard of the Pawn House  

in Kerek Branch, Tuban Regency. 
 

In the summer season, the land condition of Kerek area is usually dry and arid. In the 

south part, (around 3.5 kilometers) is the area of mountains and to the north (around 13 

kilometers) is the north coast of Java. In this area, adapting to the land condition, there has 

been mango trees grown, wood tree, coconut tree, and banana tree and many kinds of plant 

for livestock such as pulutan, wedusan and many kinds of grass. This area, therefore, is 

suitable for raising livestock like cow, bull or goat. 

Up until now, in the village of Gaji, located around twenty kilometers west of Tuban 

city the making of gedog woven batik still exists. The process of this kind is the most difficult 

to find in any area in Indonesia. The people of Gaji village mainly populated by farmers, has 

the skill in processing cotton fiber to be weaving material. They spin the cotton fibers to 

become thread with a traditional spinner called ‘jantra’, then weaving the thread by the 
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gendong loom to make woven material. Even there are who are expertly skillful in batik 

making (picture 16), and dye 

the gedog woven cloth 

(picture 17) with natural 

coloring material made from 

living plant growing in the 

area of Kerek.  

The sample of plant 

many-often used in dipping 

the batik cloth is nila. 

Indigofera arrecta Hosct. Ex 

A. Rich (Leguminosae) to 

obtain the color of blue 

(picture 18). To get the colour 

of brown, people in Kerek use 

babakan (the wood skin) 

soga or soga jambal, Pelto-

phorum Pterocarpum (DC) 

Backer ex. K. Heyne 

(Leguminosae). However 

people in Yogyakarta and 

Surakarta use the mixture of 

babakan soga jambal with 

soga jawa or secang, Caesa-

lpinia sappan L (Legumino-

sae) and soga tegeran Maclu-

ra cochinchinensis (Lour) 

Corner (Moraceae). Accord-

ing to the words of  Mrs. Darmi in the village of Gaji, the price of each kilogram babakan 

(bark) amounted to two thousands rupiah. 

 
Picture 15.: The process of gedog weaving 

at Gaji Village, Kerek District. 

 
Picture 16: Batik making process on lawon - gedog  woven 

 fabric - at the village of Gaji, Kerek District. 

The motifs of the batik cloth which is produced in Kerek area, such as panji, lori, 

kembang telo, kembang semanggi, dewi rengganis (picture 19), panji keranthil, satrian tutul, 

owal-awil, melati thungsan, pari kesit, manuk-manukan, ganggang, larongo (umbak air) and 

others. While the color most often used and found are the plain color (natural), blue, brown, 

red and yellow. 

The gedog woven batik has the characteristics of rather stiff compared to other cloth 

with mori material. Because of its stiff and thick nature, the gedog woven batik is not really 

suitable for daily use, except if it is functioned as scarf to hold things, see picture 14. At this 

picture, two women are lifting things with gedog woven batik. 
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To put some more in the market, a 

pioneer and a religion teacher in the village of 

Jarorejo - Kerek, Mr. Soleh, uses lawon (material 

for batik making) which is made from mori and 

stocking. He developed gedog woven batik to 

become official jacket, while the one with the fine lawon cotton he made it for hem (shirt), 

stock, trouser, bag and others. Mr. Soleh also took orders from Bali, Surabaya and Jakarta. 

 

Picture 17: The process of blue dyeing 
(mbironi)  in the village of Gaji,  

Kerek District. 

Picture 18: Nila tree, Indigofera arrecta 
(Leguminosae), blue color substance 
producing plant (indigotin), generally 

used in the village of Gaji. 

 
C.6. Paseseh 

Paseseh is the name of one among many areas in Tanjung Bumi, Bangkalan District. 

The village can be reached easily, because of the road condition that have been well 

constructed and the distance from Kamal (the gate of the over-bridge) to Paseseh which only 

covers sixty kilometers. Paseseh which is located in the north part of Madura coast is not 

really fertile, because of lots of the gypsum all along the coast. In the sandy area of Paseseh, 

plants area growing such as mango, coconut, siwalan, bamboo and many other kinds of 

plants. The livestock apparently suitable to the area are cow and goat.  

According to the story of Mr. Badrun, around two hundreds years ago the people of the 

coast of Tanjungbumi in return from commercial journey in Kalimantan were attacked by 

storm, and many of them were castaway, and stranded in the area of Pekalongan. This stray 

Madura people then bought batik cloth, chanting and coloring device which these coloring 

device was then, by these Madura people, called kudhu Eropa. Kudhu Eropa is in the form of 

powder in red package. 
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Picture 19: Example of gedog woven batik, 

which is made from the dipping  
of the nila blue color,  

with the motif of Dewi Rengganis.  
Collection: Mrs. Darmi,  

the village of Gaji. 

 

Nowadays, in the village of Paseseh 

we can see the skill of the local people there 

in batik making. The Paseseh batik with good quality, and fine completion, can be priced as 

much as two to three hundreds thousand rupiah. While the rough batik with synthetic coloring 

substance only amounts up to ten to twenty thousand rupiah. 

Picture 20: In Paseseh, the process of ngèthèl 
(scouring) used nyamplung oil,  

Calophylhum inophylum L. (Cluciaceae)  
mixed with grey soda liquid.  
This process is to eliminate 

 the wax substance. 

The existing motif like flower, bird and shrimp with the white color back ground 

(tarpotek), picture 22, bernaan motif (multi colors: blue, maroon red, light red, tarpotek), swari 

motif, cing-pancing motif, jolali, sibasi, panji lekok (picture 21), krocok, saridon, bang umpai, 

ukel liris, canthil and others. The dominant color on the Paseseh batik is blue (Madura: 

black), green (Madura: blue) and red.  

Madura people used to scour the lawon mori with mixed nyamplung oil, Calophyllum 

inophyllum L. (Cluciaeae), with ash soda water to remove the wax substance and others. 

After the process of ngèthèl (scouring), the cloth is easier to absorb the coloring substance  

(see picture 20).  To get the blue color, they use nila pantai, Indigofera zollingeriana Miq. 

(Leguminosae), see picture 23. The leaf and the branch are usually crushed and dipped in 

the water. To accelerate the fermentation process, they add the sugar as bacterial nutrition. 

And after the blue color has been extracted in the water to be used in dipping process, the 

Madura people add the gypsum water to reduce the blue substance (indigotin) into the form 

of leuco (white indigo). Then, after the addition of the gypsum water, the cloth that has been 

scoured, dipped and fanned. To get the dark blue color, the process of dipping, and fanning 

is conducted repeatedly. 
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Picture 21.: Unfinished batik 
sarong with the complicated/ 
sophisticated geometrical motif 
is called panji lekok. This fine 
batik cloth is made by the people 
in the village of Paseseh, district 
of Bangkalan. 

 

 

 

 
To get the green color, the dipped cloth is brushed in wet condition in the alum 

(tawas) water which is mixed with yellow mundhu wood crush. Tawas is a kind of salt which 

better known as alum mordant [K2Al2(SO4)4]. The natural alum mordant is much to be found 

in the skin of jirak wood, Symplocos fasciculata Zoll. (Styracaceae) or in the skin of sasah 

wood, Aporosa frutescens Blume (Euphorbiaceae). However sasah wood contains aluminum 

tartrate, not aluminum sulfate which is found in jirak. Mundhu, Garcinia dulcis L. (Guttiferae) 

is a kind of plant which produces small round fruit and can be eaten with the sour sense. 

While to get the color of red, Paseseh people use mengkudu root, Morinda citrifolia L 

(Rubiaceae); mixed with alum mordant which is to be found in jirak wood.  

Mundhu tree grows a 

lot in the gypsum mountainous 

area of Madura. While jirak is 

brought from Sumbawa or 

bought in Surabaya. But now, 

many of the people of 

Tanjungbumi change course to 

the synthetic or chemical 

material which easily obtained 

in market and the easy 

process in its use.  
Picture 22.: Batik sarong with white back ground (tarpotek),  

with plant motif, bird and shrimp. This batik,  
which is produced in big number, is from Tanjung Bumi. 
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Picture 23.: Nila tree from the coast,  
Indigofera zollingeriana Miq. (Leguminosae).  

The blue substance producing plant  
is generally used in the village of Paseseh. 

 

 

D.  CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 
The overview of this traditional textile has 

focussed on the new opportunity to access the pre-

modern behavior using a techno-systematic approach, 

namely a chemical data application (character) on the 

systematic problem of the various plants as the source 

of the natural dye. The substance specification in 

question has been treated as the measure instrument in interpreting the fabric origin and age. 

The observation on the part of textiles using the natural dye has indicated absence of 

bad condition. The empirical evaluation over the substance attribute is surely very meaningful for 

weighing the production quality, but the reconstruction of the production process covering the 

dye selection and synthesis has still been indicating the problems arising from the ethno-botanic 

technique. 

This paper is expected to help arouse interests of the researchers on the cultural 

artifacts, especially on the traditional fabrics, so that the exploitation restriction and its possible 

continued problem could be finalized. 
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